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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a novel texture classification al-
gorithm inspired by the self-assembling behavior of real ants
when building live structures with their bodies. The pro-
posed algorithm employs dyadic Gabor filter banks for ex-
tracting discriminant features from images containing multi-
ple textures not known to the algorithm. The feature space is
clustered using the novel ant tree clustering (ATC) algorithm
based on the similarity of ants carrying the feature vectors.
The results thus obtained show promise of the proposed ap-
proach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Texture carries the potential to provide vital clues about image
contents and objects present in images. It is hard to find a uni-
versally agreeable definition of texture in the literature. Nev-
ertheless, texture can be described by local properties such
as uniformity, density, coarseness, roughness, regularity, lin-
earity, directionality, frequency, and phase gathered from the
appearance of an image region [1]. Texture analysis has be-
come a focussed area of research because of its utilization in
numerous industrial and real-world applications [2]: content-
based image retrieval, medical image analysis, industrial in-
spection, remote sensing, and document processing, to name
only a few.

Feature-based approach to texture classification is typi-
cally composed of two main stages: feature extraction and
classification. In the first stage, characteristic attributes (fea-
tures) representing the texture are gathered by means of sta-
tistical, structural, geometric, model-based, and/or filtering
approaches [3]. In the second stage, a supervised or unsu-
pervised classifier is used depending upon the nature of the
application. Due to the complexity of texture analysis prob-
lem, no single approach of feature extraction or classification
works for all types of texture and applications. This is the
driving force behind research efforts made in this area.

In this paper, dyadic Gabor features are used because of
their proven potential for describing a vast variety of textures
[3]. A variant of ant tree clustering (ATC) algorithm [4] is
employed for classification of the features. The algorithm is
inspired by self-assembling behavior observed in biological
ants when building live structures with their bodies [5]. We
show that the feature data can be hierarchically organized in
a tree, resembling the self-assembling behavior in real ants,
where each artificial ant represents a feature vector and is at-
tached to one of the tree branches depending on its similarity
with the ants on the branches. Classification results using our
ant clustering algorithm are shown to be comparable to the
commonly usedk-means clustering algorithm using the same
feature data. A major disadvantage ofk-means is that it can
get stuck in local minima in high-dimensional vector spaces.
The proposed algorithm uses similarity scope for partition-
ing the feature data and uses a probabilistic approach to avoid
local minima.

2. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

2.1. Gabor Feature Extraction

The fundamental idea behind filtering based feature extrac-
tion is to pass the image through a bank of filters, observe
their response, and compute some energy measure from sub-
bands. The hypothesis behind this idea is that two different
texture patterns have different responses to subband filtering.
In this work, we employ dyadic Gabor filter banks which are
essentially Gaussian bandpass filters with dyadic coverage of
the radial spatial frequency range for multiple orientations.
Dyadic Gabor filter banks have been shown to be related to the
early vision models for mammals [3]. A number of subbands,
say n of them excluding the DC subband, are reverse fil-
tered (by taking the inverse transform) to generate feature im-
ages. A local energy function is then computed correspond-
ing to every pixel in each of the feature images yielding an
n-dimensional feature vector (upto 32-dimensional) which is
assumed to have discriminatory power for texture classifica-
tion.



2.2. Ant Tree Clustering

Social insects display a wide range of collective-level patterns
in space and time. Self-assembly behaviors, such as building
of structures from a fixed support (a stem or a leaf), have been
observed in Linepithema humles Argentina ants and African
ants of gender Oecophylla longinoda [5]. Such behavior of
biological ants was emulated in [4] to estimate the number of
clusters in a given data set. Our work refines the probabilistic
behavior of ants towards getting them connected to the tree
by introducing a similarity scope for ants and iterative adjust-
ment of the partitions.

Based on the individual interactions and collective self as-
sembling behavior, a number of general rules alongwith a few
problem-specific rules can be devised to model artificial ants
which build trees to partition the data (see Fig. 1). These are
given below:

1. Ants maintain a number of outgoing links towards other
ants.

2. Ants maintain an incoming link from other ants.

3. Ants carry feature vectors containing characteristic in-
formation about which of the partitions they should be-
long to.

4. Ants maintain and update threshold values for similar-
ity and dissimilarity.

5. Ants maintain their current position in the tree.

6. Ants may remain disconnected throughout the whole
training process.

7. The global scope of similarity for ants should be ad-
justed iteratively. This global scope remains fixed for
all the ants throughout an iteration of data partitioning.
A suitable selection of this scope leads to a better par-
titioning of data.

Artificial ants capable of satisfying these requirements are
designed to build ant trees. All immediate children of the tree
root node and their descendants should correspond to differ-
ent classes of textures present in an image.

2.3. Similarity Estimation

Similarity estimation is required in order to attach every ant
to an appropriate location in the tree. When ant trees are to
be used for clustering of high-dimensional data, Euclidean
distance can be used to measure similarity between any two
ants. The similarity measureξ(i, j) between antsi and j,
carrying feature vectorsvi andvj respectively, is given by

ξ(i, j) = ρ−

√√√√ 1
M

(
M∑

k=1

(vi
k − vj

k)2
)

, (1)

Fig. 1. General principles of tree building

whereM is the dimensionality of feature vectorsv andρ is
the similarity scope, which initially allows antj to regard as
similar all ants that lie in the range ofρ/2 units.

The key motivation behind the introduction of the simi-
larity scopeρ is the combined effect bothρ andβsim, which
is a function ofρ, can have on partitioning of the feature
space. The effect is demonstrated in Fig. 2 for ants carry-
ing 2-D vectors. Thresholdβsim is initialized asρ/2 for all
the ants. Hence the initial least distortion between any two
ants directly connected to the root isρ units which results in
a non-overlapping similarity scope of such ants (see Fig. 2).
Thus a suitable initial value ofρ is required which may en-
able the system to completely cover the spread of ants in the
vector space. Such a guess may not always be entirely trivial
to make. Ifρ is very large, the resulting number of partitions
may be too small and vice versa. However, a suitable value of
ρ can be determined after a number of iterations, as described
later in this section.

2.4. Threshold Update Rules

Every anti maintains similarity and dissimilarity threshold
values,βsim(i) andβdissim(i) respectively. During the tree
construction, some ants may fail to connect to the tree. In
that case, the updating of threshold increases their probability
of being connected to the tree during the following iteration.
Following are the threshold update rules for anti:

βsim(i)← βsim(i)× 0.9 (2)

βdissim(i)← βdissim(i) + 0.01 (3)

The values forβsim andβdissim are initialized asρ/2 and
0 respectively, whereρ is the similarity scope.

2.5. Ant Tree Construction

The construction of ant tree using artificial ants carrying fea-
ture vectors is vital to the clustering of feature data. Ants can



be arranged in a particular order for addition to the tree. How-
ever, we chose not to do so to avoid the extra cost of sorting.
Suppose anti is to be connected to the tree. Starting from
the root of the tree, it examines its similarity with the ants
that are already connected to the root. If there are no ants al-
ready connected to the root, then it connects itself to the root.
Otherwise, it finds the most similar ant connected to the root.
Following rules are used to define similar and dissimilar ants:

1. If ξ(i, j) > βsim(i), then anti is similar to antj.

2. If ξ(i, j) < βdissim(i), then anti is dissimilar to antj.

3. If ξ(i, j) ≥ βdissim(i) andξ(i, j) ≤ βsim(i), then ant
i is neither similar nor dissimilar to antj and needs
further processing.

If ant i is dissimilar to all the ants currently attached to
the root, then it attaches itself to the root. If the root cannot
accommodate further ants, then anti is dropped. If anti is
similar to antj, it moves itself in the direction of antj and
changes it position from root to the antj. During the next
iteration, anti examines its similarity with the children of ant
j and repeats the same process till it finds a suitable place. It
should be noted that once anti has moved from the root, it
cannot be dropped. If it ends up being dissimilar to all the
children ants of its current location, then it moves itself in
the direction of the most similar child. In case that anti is
neither similar nor dissimilar to the antj, its similarity and
dissimilarity thresholds are updated using (2) and (3) and its
processing delayed until next iteration. Threshold update in-
creases the probability of anti getting connected to antj in
the next iteration if anti was only marginally short of being
similar to antj. On the other hand, threshold update increases
the probability of anti being dissimilar to antj in the next it-
eration if it was marginally short of being dissimilar to antj.
This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for ants carrying two dimensional
feature vectors. The process continues until all the ants are
either dropped or have fixed themselves to the tree.

2.5.1. Iterative Centroid Adjustment

All immediate children of the tree root are grouped together
with their respective descendants to form data partitions. Cen-
troids of all groups (or partitions) are calculated and are used
in the following iteration as artificial ants connected to the tree
before any other ants. The algorithm stops when the centroids
converge. Centroids of the partitions are used for classifica-
tion purposes in the nearest-centroid sense.

2.6. Experimental Setup of ATC

The selection of similarity scopeρ plays an important role for
smooth operation of the proposed algorithm. Since a suitable
value forρ cannot always be predicted, two rules are defined
to adjust the value ofρ. The adjustment rules require a fixed

Fig. 2. Partitioning of vector space based on similarity scope
ρ and initial similarity threshold valueρ/2 of ants

number of desired partitionsτ , which is equal to the number
of texture classes present in a given image. Ifρ is chosen
to be very small, most ants will be dissimilar to ants already
attached to the tree and the tree will reach maximum number
of childrenτ in a fast manner. The value ofρ is updated in
the next iteration to allow more ants to be attached to the tree
using the following adjustment rule:

ρ = ρ +
λ

τ
× α (4)

whereλ is the number of ants dropped,α is a constant value,
andτ is the maximum number of allowed children of the tree.
However, a situation may arise where the number of partitions
n is less thanτ . To overcome this problem, another rule is
defined:

ρ = ρ−
(

τ − n

τ

)
× α (5)

wheren is the number of resulting partitions. Equations (4)
and (5) together help in iteratively adjusting the value ofρ
to a suitable value. The process is repeated until the num-
ber of ants being dropped goes below a predefined allowable
percentage of dropped ants.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We tested the effectiveness of the proposed clustering algo-
rithm using Gabor features on images containing 5 and 16
Brodatz textures [6], some of thede factostandard test im-
ages for texture classification [3]. Classification performance
was measured by the percentage classification error using the



Fig. 3. Effect of applying similarity and dissimilarity thresh-
old for 2-D feature vectors

confusion matrix. The performance of ATC was compared
with that ofk-means clustering algorithm on the same Gabor
features, and averages of different methods as reported in [3].
Quantitative results, as given in Table 1, show that the ATC’s
classification performance compares favorably to that of all
the other methods tested. In almost all cases, the classifica-
tion error using Gabor features is less than the averages of
different filtering methods in [3]. ATC also outperforms the
k-means clustering algorithm in some of the cases, by over
14% in case of the 16-texture image referred to as Nat-16v
by the authors of [3], regarded as one of the most difficult
test images. It was observed from the visual results, not in-
cluded here due to the limited space, that the two clustering
algorithms most often have difficulties in similar areas. This
might be due to the reason that in such areas, the algorithms
do not have sufficient characteristic information from the Ga-
bor features.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented a novel texture classifica-
tion algorithm based on ant tree clustering of Gabor features.
The clustering process is motivated by the self-assembling be-
havior of natural ants for forming mechanical structures such
as drops, crossing chains, and building chains. Experimen-
tal results for classification of multi-texture images reveal the
promise carried by the proposed algorithm. While being com-

Image [3]† k-means ATC µ∗
1 µ∗

2 µ∗
3

Nat-5c a 7.94 7.95 11.50 24.10 17.20
Nat-5v b 14.07 14.08 27.20 44.00 33.60
Nat-5v2 c 17.00 16.88 25.90 38.70 33.50
Nat-5v3 d 23.77 23.71 31.10 41.00 33.20
Nat-5m e 20.68 20.59 24.70 41.10 30.30
Nat-16c f 38.01 39.39 47.80 51.10 50.70
Nat-16v g 56.78 44.60 54.40 62.70 58.20

Table 1. Classification error (%) for some of the test images
in [3]
∗ µ1, µ2, andµ3 denote the average classification error in [3]
using the following mixtures of filtering techniques:
µ1 - Heuristically designed texture feature extractors
µ2 - Optimized texture feature extractor
µ3 - Wavelet, Gabor, and QMF full-rate filter bank
† Correspondence to reference images in Fig. 11 in [3]

putationally efficient, the probabilistic nature of the algorithm
allows it to avoid local minima which the traditionalk-means
algorithm may get stuck in. Our future work will attempt
to improve the clustering performance of the algorithm by
employing more robust measures for construction of the ant
trees.
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